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Closer
Melanie C

Mel C, Closer.
 Tabbed by Martin Ford, arkseyfords@lineone.com.
  
Song: Closer
Artist: Mel C
Album: Northern Star
Tabbed By: Martin Ford
I-m not great at tabbing but I think that this sounds close enough to play along
with the CD. Enjoy.

Intro: Dm, Bb, A

Verse 1:Dm                       Bb        A
	Loving you madly will be forever
	 Bb          A                    Bb                       A
	I see the ocean in your eyes whilst were together
	 Dm                                   Bb               A
	There are no boundaries, there are no limits
	 Bb                          F               C
	My heart has been embraced, now that your in it.

Chorus 1:
	 F       C    Bb                  A
Hold me closer to your dreams
	 Bb                    Dm
	Closer to your fears
             Bb                         C
	Close to hear your laughter
	 F       C   Bb                          A
	Hold me when your close to tears.

Verse 2:Dm                    Bb                A
	Time passes by seconds into minutes
	 Bb       A                       Bb                      A
Every field and flower fades but love is infinite
	 Dm                                   Bb                A
There are no boundaries, there are no limits
	 Bb                          F        C 
My hearts a bigger place now that your in it

Chorus 2:
	 F       C    Bb                   A
Hold me closer to your dreams
	 Bb                    Dm
	Closer to your fears
	 Bb                           C
	Close to hear your laughter



	 F       C     Bb                            A
	Hold me when you-re close to tears.
            Bb         C                Bb                 C
	I wanna be the one, you tell your secrets to
	 F                            C          F           Dm
	All I want is to be closer, closer to you

Bridge:         F                    C
	How tight can you hold me?
	 Dm                  C                Dm
	How long can we stay awake?
	                    C
	How hard can we laugh?
	 F                                   C
	How much love can we make?

Solo: Same Chords as Verse-s

Chorus 3:
	 F       C    Bb                   A
Hold me closer to your dreams
	 Bb                    Dm
	Closer to your fears
	 Bb                           C
	Close to hear your laughter
	 F       C     Bb                            A
	Hold me when you-re close to tears.
            Bb         C                Bb                 C
	I wanna be the one, you tell your secrets to
	 F                            C          F           Dm
	All I want is to be closer, closer to you

Please if you think that its not right in places Change it and post it on the
Archive.
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